Unravelling the Complexity of Relationships in organisations and workplaces

A Dinner & Conversation with Dr Dan Papero: Systems expert from the Bowen Centre for the Study of the Family, Washington DC

Dan will be in conversation with Jenny Brown, (Author, Family Systems Therapist & Director) & leadership coach Ken Morgan about ways to understand & to respond to relationship disruption at work. He will draw from his decades of consulting to organisations to give examples of how people have used systems thinking to manage themselves more effectively at work and thereby enhance the functioning of the group. This will be followed by Q & A.

- Date: 16th July 2015
- 6 - 8pm Buffet dinner included.
- Cost: only $55
- Location: Whitley College 50 The Avenue, Parkville, Melbourne

This event is facilitated by The Family Systems Institute, Sydney. Register by calling (02) 9904 5600 or online registrations from July 1 at: www.thefsi.com.au

This event is relevant to managers, administrators, supervisors, business leaders/owners & clergy.